








Investigating the viability of a collocation list for students of English for Academic Purposes
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Abstract
A number of researchers are currently attempting to create listings of important collocations for students of EAP. However, so far these attempts have 1) failed to include positionally-variable collocations, and 2) not taken sufficient account of variation across disciplines. The present paper describes the creation of one listing of positionally-variable academic collocations and evaluates the extent to which it is likely to be useful to students from across a wide range of disciplines. A number of key findings emerge. First, cross-disciplinary collocations differ in type from the collocations on which most researchers have traditionally focused in that they tend not to be combinations of two lexical words, but rather pairings of one lexical and one grammatical word. Second, most of the words which are found in academic collocations are not found on Coxhead’s influential Academic Word List. This, it is argued, reflects a serious methodological weakness in Coxhead’s listing. Third, the vocabulary needs of students in the arts and humanities are characteristically different from those of students in other disciplines. Researchers and teachers therefore need to deal with these learners separately. The paper finishes by making a number of recommendations for future developments in this area.






Language teachers have long used word lists as a means of focusing students’ vocabulary learning. It is known that the vast majority of written and spoken language  is composed of a relatively small number of high frequency words (Nation, 2001), so focusing on these very common items seems likely to pay substantial dividends for novice learners. Within English for Academic Purposes (EAP), there has been much interest in constructing lists of generic ‘academic’ vocabulary - ‘sub-technical’ (Yang, 1986) words which are common across academic disciplines, but which may cause problems for learners because they are neither sufficiently frequent in the language as a whole to be learnt implicitly nor part of the technical lexicon which is likely to be explicitly taught as part of subject courses (Nation, 2001, pp. 189-191). The most commonly-used listing of academic vocabulary today is Coxhead’s Academic Word List (AWL), a collection of 570 word families which are reported to account for approximately 10% of the words found in academic texts (2000).

A limitation of such lists in their present form is that they do not take account of the multi-word collocation patterns which are known to be prevalent in language (e.g., Nattinger & DeCarrico, 1992; Pawley & Syder, 1983). As defined within the ‘neo-Firthian’ tradition represented by corpus linguists such as Sinclair (1991), Stubbs (1995), and Hoey (2005), collocations are sets of two or more words which appear together more frequently than their individual frequencies would lead us to expect (Hoey, 1991; Jones & Sinclair, 1974). Though Firth (1968) originally conceived of collocation as a purely textual phenomenon, researchers in this tradition have since given the notion a psychological interpretation, seeing the frequent co-occurrence of words as evidencing the existence of “semi-preconstructed phrases that constitute single choices” for the speaker (Sinclair, 1987, p. 320), linguistic “chunking” (Ellis, 2003), or “a psychological association between words” (Hoey, 2005, p. 5). 

Viewed in this way, high frequency collocations are part of the lexicon which learners need to acquire. This implies that – as Coxhead (2008) has recently discussed – it will be necessary to extend existing wordlists to take account of such items, and some attempts have now been made to generate pedagogically-oriented listings of high-frequency collocations, both in general (Shin & Nation, 2008) and in academic English (Biber, Conrad, & Cortes, 2004; Ellis, Simpson-Vlach, & Maynard, 2008).

While these efforts represent progress, a number of fundamental issues still remain to be addressed. One problem is that the studies cited above have focused exclusively on one particular type of collocation: what Biber et al call ‘lexical bundles’, i.e. frequently recurring fixed sequences of words. In Biber et al’s case, these are defined, specifically, as four-word sequences which occur at least 40 times per million words. For Ellis et al, they are three- four- and five-word sequences that are significantly more frequent in academic than in non-academic text. While lexical bundles of this sort are important, and have the great benefit of being easily identifiable with simple corpus search methods, they are also likely to leave out much that is of collocational interest. Collocation often involves relationships between words which may be separated by other, non-fixed, or semi-fixed words, and which may differ in their position relative to one another. Compare: 

he made a powerful argument; 
he made a powerful, but ultimately unconvincing, argument;  
his argument was a powerful one. 

Such collocations are of great interest, but will be missed by an exclusive focus on lexical bundles. Any comprehensive attempt to identify important academic collocations must take such items into account. We therefore require methodologies which will provide such items (see, e.g., Cheng, Greaves, & Warren, 2006). 

A second key issue concerns the degree to which collocations are common across academic disciplines. Research has often emphasised the topic- and genre-specificity of collocation. This raises the possibility that collocations may be too domain-specific to permit a listing of collocations that would be genuinely useful to students from across the disciplines. Indeed, Hyland and Tse (2007) see divergent collocation use between disciplines as a key factor undermining the notion that there is a shared academic vocabulary. If this view is right, then it is clearly misguided to seek any generic listing of academic collocations.

We do not yet have sufficient indication of the variation between disciplines to decide this issue either way. Most of the existing work on collocations in EAP has concerned itself only with the ‘technical’ collocations found in specific academic disciplines  ADDIN EN.CITE (e.g., Cortes, 2004; Gledhill, 2000; Marco, 2000; Ward, 2007; Williams, 1998; Yang, 1986), and so has made no attempt to deal with differences between disciplines. Biber and his colleagues (Biber, 2006; Biber et al., 2004) do aim to identify generically academic items. However, the corpus on which their research is based, which includes only 760,000 words of academic writing in total, is – as Biber himself notes (2006, pp. 163-164) – far too small to support robust claims about the usages of particular disciplines, and so no real attempt is made to determine how well spread the collocations identified are across subject areas. Ellis et al (2007) do appear to have made some attempt to indicate how well items are spread across disciplines. They report dividing their 2.1 million word corpus of academic writing and 2.1 million word corpus of academic speech into five spoken and four written genres and ‘grading’ bundles according to how well they are spread between genres. However the results of this procedure are not reported in their later analysis (which focuses instead on the overall frequencies of items), and the inevitably small size of each genre (an average of 4.2m/9 = 46,666 words per genre) is again rather limited for work of this kind. 

While a strong case has yet to be made for the cross-disciplinary value of academic collocations, the opposing position also stands in need of rigorous support. Hyland and Tse’s (2007) argument for disciplinary divergence in the use of collocations is based only on a very few examples: specifically, that value is often found in computer science within the collocations value stream and value attribute mapping; and that strategy is often found in marketing strategy in business texts, learning strategy in applied linguistics texts and coping strategy in sociology. While this rather anecdotal evidence indicates that discipline-specific collocations do exist, it does not indicate that there are not also sufficient cross-disciplinary regularities for an EAP collocation list to be of use. 

To develop further our pedagogical descriptions of academic collocations, it will be important both to incorporate positionally-variable expressions and to provide a clear account of how well distributed items are across academic disciplines. The research reported here represents a step towards this ambitious goal. Specifically, it asks whether two-word cross-disciplinary academic collocations (including both fixed and variable items) exist to a sufficiently great extent for a listing of such items to be pedagogically valuable. 

Collocations will be defined as pairs of words which frequently appear within a certain span of each other in text. This represents progress toward a more comprehensive account of high-frequency phraseology in that it allows collocations which are positionally variable. However, it remains limited in that it does not identify collocations which involve more than two words. Thus, while the variable collocation significant-differences (as seen in, for example, there were no significant differences; there were significant physiological differences; differences were not significant) would be identified, longer collocations such as statistically-significant-differences and significant-differences-between would not. However, it is hoped that insights gained at this two-word level will serve as a guide to the future development of research into such longer collocations.

2. Methods
2.1. Corpus design and compilation
The first part of this paper describes one method for identifying positionally-variable collocations which are used across the disciplines in academic writing. More specifically, it will identify two-word collocations which are common in research articles published in peer-reviewed journals. This text type provides a suitable basis for identifying pedagogically-useful academic collocations, firstly, because of its centrality within academic writing and, secondly, because, as Hyland notes, research articles are often the target of good writing which students are encouraged to emulate (Hyland, 2008, p. 47).

Since most collocations are relatively rare, in comparison to individual words, a large corpus is required in order to find such items. Moreover, in order to ensure that the collocations identified are common across academic disciplines, rather than being tied to particular subject areas, it is important that the corpus be structured so as to reflect the likely diversity of collocation use between disciplines. As an initial approximation to such a structure, a disciplinary ‘map’ was first constructed on language-external grounds, based on the departments of the researcher’s own university (the University of X). The university is divided into five faculties: Arts and Humanities; Engineering; Medicine and Health Sciences; Science; Social Sciences, Law and Education. Each faculty is in turn divided into a number of different ‘schools’, which are themselves often divided into separate ‘divisions’, reflecting the different research interests within the school. Thus, for example, the Faculty of Arts and Humanities hosts the School of English Studies, within which are the four Divisions of Medieval Studies, Modern English Language, Modern English Literature, and Drama. The first draft of the corpus was created by collecting five million words for each of the five university faculties. These five million words were divided as evenly as possible between how ever many schools were in each faculty, and the words allocated to each school in turn divided as evenly as possible between the divisions within the school. 

While it is plausible that a corpus structured on this basis will to some extent reflect differences of collocation use across disciplines – schools within the Engineering faculty seem likely to share collocations which are distinct from those shared by disciplines within Arts and Humanities, for instance – the university structure is obviously not based on linguistic decisions, and so may not match the distribution of collocations as accurately as we would like. The Social Sciences, Law and Education faculty of the corpus, for example, includes the School of Built Environment. However, in terms of vocabulary use, initial analysis revealed this subject area to have more in common with subjects found in the faculty of Engineering than it does with other schools found within its own faculty (see below). By including this school in its faculty grouping, we are therefore likely to create the false impression that certain items which are common in engineering are also common in the social sciences. 

To overcome this problem, it was assumed that variation in collocation use would be closely related to variation in the use of single-word vocabulary. An initial analysis of such single-word use across the corpus was therefore used in order to restructure the corpus. For each of the 31 ‘schools’ represented (which were assumed to represent basic, approximately homogenous, disciplinary units), a listing of ‘keywords’ (Scott, 1999) was generated. These were words which 1) contained four or more alphabetical characters; 2) appeared in the collection of writing for that school with a mean  frequency of at least 20 per million words; 3) appeared in at least 20% of texts in the school; 4) appeared in the school significantly more frequently than in the British National Corpus (BNC), with the threshold for significance set at p < .1x10-7. A school’s keywords were taken to represent items which are of particular importance for its students.

To quantify the commonalities in vocabulary use between two schools, the percentage overlap in keyword use (i.e. the percentage of the total unique words found in two lists which were common to both) was then calculated. This analysis was repeated across all schools, generating a matrix which showed the degree to which every school resembled every other in its vocabulary use. This matrix was then used as the basis of a hierarchical cluster analysis (McEnery & Wilson, 2001, pp. 92-95) to determine the most natural groupings of schools in terms of their vocabulary use. This analysis produced the dendogram shown in figure 1.
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The dendogram reads from left to right and represents progressively larger and less homogenous clusters of schools. For example, the very similar schools of Human Development and Medical and Surgical Sciences (rows 1 and 2) combine at the first level of analysis. These are then joined by Community Health Sciences. At the next level, this group of three combines with a larger group (which contains the schools of Molecular and Medical Science, Veterinary Medicine and Science, Biomedical Science, Biology, Pharmacy, and Biosciences) to form a group of nine. At the next level, this group in turn combines with another group of nine (containing the Engineering schools plus Chemistry, Physics and Astronomy, Computer Science and Mathematical Science and the school of Built Environment). This group of 18 schools then combines with another group of eight, comprising various social sciences, plus Nursing and Psychology. Finally, this large group combines with a group of four schools corresponding to the Arts and Humanities faculty. 

Five major clusters seem to emerge from this analysis:

1.	Human Development; Medical and Surgical Sciences; Community Health Sciences; Molecular and Medical Science; Veterinary Medicine and Science; Biomedical Sciences; Biology; Pharmacy; Biosciences;
2.	Mechanical, Materials and Manufacturing Engineering; Chemistry; Chemical, Environmental and Mining Engineering; Electrical and Electronic Engineering; Civic Engineering; Physics and Astronomy; Computer Science and Information Technology; Built Environment; Mathematical Sciences;
3.	Education; Sociology and Social Policy; Nursing; Psychology;
4.	Business; Economics; Politics and International Relations; Law;
5.	English Studies; Modern Languages and Cultures; Humanities; American and Canadian Studies; History.

These groupings appear to form intuitively satisfying sets, which will be referred to as: 1) Life sciences; 2) Science and Engineering; 3) Social-Psychological; 4) Social-Administrative; 5) Arts and Humanities.

Restructured according to these groups, the final contents of the final corpus can be summarised as in Table 1:

Table 1 about here

Before proceeding to the next section, it is worth noting that this analysis of single-word vocabulary revealed a large gap between disciplines in the arts and humanities and those in other groups. As figure 1 illustrates, in the cluster analysis, schools within this area formed a distinct, internally-homogenous set which had relatively little in common with the rest of the corpus. To quantify this relationship, we can note that the mean percentage overlap of keywords between all 26 schools outside of the arts and humanities disciplines was 27%, whereas the mean overlap between all 31 schools once arts and humanities are included drops sharply to 20%. The arts and humanities groups appears therefore to be something of an outlier in terms of its vocabulary use.

2.2 Identifying academic collocations
Academic collocations will be defined here – in parallel to existing definitions of single-word academic vocabulary - as word pairs which co-occur with at least moderate frequency across a wide range of academic disciplines, but which are not often found in non-academic language. This definition has a number of parts, which need to be unpacked. First, ‘words’ are taken to mean word forms, rather than any more abstract category such as lemmas since, as many corpus linguists have argued  ADDIN EN.CITE (e.g., Clear, 1993; Hoey, 2005; Sinclair, 1991; Stubbs, 1996), lemmatisation has the potential to disguise important differences in collocational preferences between different forms of a lemma. Second, I follow Jones and Sinclair’s (1974) widely used precedent of limiting ‘co-occurrence’ to occurrences within a four word span. Third, we need to state more explicitly what is meant by the condition that collocations have ‘moderate frequency’ in academic writing, but not in other forms of language. To operationalise this, I adapted Scott’s log-likelihood-based ‘keyword’ technique (1999): academic collocations are those pairs which appear significantly more frequently in academic than in non-academic texts. This was calculated by comparing the total frequency of collocations in the academic corpus with their frequency in an 85 million word subsection of the BNC, comprising only non-academic texts. Rather than setting any (necessarily arbitrary) level of significance as a criterion for inclusion, I used log-likelihood to produce a ranked list of the collocations which are ‘most key’ to academic writing. This list was then used to select the 1,000 most key collocates. To avoid wrongly attributing keyness to unimportant collocations simply because they fail to appear in the BNC, only collocations appearing at least once per million words in the academic corpus (i.e. at least 25 times in 25 million words) were included in the analysis. To eliminate frequently co-occurring words which do not stand in any interesting collocational relationship, pairs with mutual information scores of less than four were also excluded (a cut-off point which extensive piloting showed to make intuitively appropriate distinctions). Finally, to ensure that these collocations are used across a range of academic disciplines, word pairs needed to meet these last two frequency criteria (minimum frequency of one/million words and minimum mutual information of four) in all five of the subject groupings described above. 

The first step in putting this definition into practice was to generate, for each of the five academic sub-corpora, a listing of all word pairs which co-occured within a four word span of each other more than once per million words and with a mutual information score of at least four. This was achieved using the Word list function in WordSmith Tools (Scott, 1996). An important methodological point which is not acknowledged in the WordSmith documentation is that Word list only provides information about collocates occurring to the right-hand side of node words. Thus, for example, in a listing generated for the arts and humanities sub-corpus, the node word as lists among its collocates the word well, with 2,250 occurrences in 5 million words; the word well, meanwhile, lists among its collocates the word as with 1,782 occurrences. Consulting a concordance list for well shows that these two figures correspond to appearances of as to its left- and right-hand sides respectively. The Wordsmith lists were therefore of node words plus collocates which appear within a span of four words to their right a given number of times. This means that word pairs which are frequent in both ‘directions’ appear on the list twice. This arrangement is, of course, beneficial for many types of corpus analysis. However, for the present research, it must be borne in mind that additional steps are required to eliminate duplication (see below).

Once separate listings of collocations had been generated for each academic group, collocations which were common to all groups were identified using the functionality of Microsoft Excel. For these shared collocations, an overall frequency figure for the academic corpus as a whole was then calculated by summing the frequencies in each sub-corpus. To determine which collocations are distinctively academic, frequency counts for these collocations were then generated (again using WordSmith Tools) for the non-academic sub-sections of the BNC. Microsoft Excel was then used to calculate log-likelihood ratios comparing the frequency of each collocation in the two corpora and to rank collocations according to the size of this ratio, so yielding an ordered listing of the most ‘distinctively academic’ collocations. Finally, a number of collocations were manually removed from the listing. Collocations were removed if: 1) they included an acronym or abbreviation, a proper name, an article, or a number or ordinal other than one and first; 2) the collocation corresponded to a single Latin word (e.g. ad hoc, per cent); 3) the majority of their occurrences appeared to be in writing outside the main text of the articles, e.g. in bibliographies, copyright information, or acknowledgements; 4) they appeared on the listing twice (because they are frequent in both ‘directions’ – see above); the more highly-ranked of the two appearances was kept in each case.

Once this process had been completed, a final list of the most distinctively academic collocations was created comprising the 1,000 most key items. All of these collocations have log-likelihood ratios of greater than 82, indicating that they are far more frequent in academic writing than in everyday English. These 1,000 items are not meant, of course, to represent an exhaustive inventory of academic phraseology. They are intended, rather, as a pedagogically-manageable body of learning targets to which learners should pay special attention and – more immediately - as a sample from which we can evaluate the success of this search strategy. The 100 ‘most key’ collocations from the list are shown in Appendix A​[2]​.

3. Results and discussion
The methodology described above identified 1,000 two-word collocations which are frequent across all five of our academic subject areas. The remainder of this paper aims to evaluate whether these collocations are worth learning in general, and whether they are of equal value to students from all disciplines. 

Looking through the listing of academic collocations, one point that becomes immediately clear is that the great majority of word pairs are ‘grammatical’ collocations – i.e. they contain at least one non-lexical word (I take ‘non-lexical’ words to comprise prepositions, determiners, primary and modal verbs, conjunctions, subordinating adverbs, pronouns and numerals and ordinals other than one and first)​[3]​. Indeed, of the 1,000 collocations listed, 763 are grammatical in this sense. This may be a disappointment to some. Gledhill (2000, pp. 73-79) has noted that many researchers systematically eliminate grammatical collocations from their analyses, considering collocation between lexical items to be the only sort worthy of examination; I also suspect that such items are not what many teachers have in mind when they think of collocation (see, for example, the definitions of collocation given by contributors to Lewis’s edited collection of papers (2000)).

If lexical collocations are indeed the more interesting type, then the listing is disappointing. However (as Gledhill also argues), an exclusive focus on lexical collocations may be misguided. Linguistic frameworks which engage seriously with collocation have denied any absolute distinction between lexis and grammar, seeing the terms as referring to end-points on a spectrum, rather than clear and mutually-exclusive categories (e.g., Langacker, 1987, p. 3; Sinclair, 1991, p. 108). Pattern grammar, for example, asserts that supposedly ‘abstract’ grammatical patterns are often strongly associated with specific lexical instantiations (Hunston & Francis, 2000, p. 96), while Sinclair (2004, pp. 30-35) and Hoey (2005, p. 40) have shown that lexical items often ‘favour’ particular grammatical forms. One benefit to learners of a listing of high frequency grammatical collocations is that the most typical versions of the patterns they need, and the most typical patterns of the words they need, can be brought to their attention. 

To take a concrete example, the key collocations list includes 36 pairs instantiating the often-taught ‘reporting’ pattern ‘verb + that’. Of these 36, many contain alternate forms of the same verb (e.g. assume, assumed, assumes, assuming all get separate entries). Collapsing these together leaves 16 distinct verbs: argue, assume, conclude, confirm, demonstrate, emphasize, hypothesize, imply, indicate, note, predict, reveal, show, speculate, suggest, suppose. Both lemmatised and non-lemmatised versions of this listing would, I suspect, be of great value to learners trying to get to grips with this pattern. Instead of simply learning the abstract form (‘verb + that), learners could be introduced to the patterns through these instantiations. Learning the collocations as pairs may both provide learners with a good basis for getting to grips with the meaning and use of pattern and bias them towards using it in the most lexically appropriate ways. 

Another benefit of listing grammatical collocations is that they may draw attention to productive patterns which are tied to specific lexis in a way that can lead them to be overlooked by traditional grammars. One example is the collocation and-respectively, as in:

The survival rates after 12 and 24 months were 88 per cent and 83 per cent, respectively, for the dogs with single tumours.

Two and one asterisks denote, respectively, that the estimates are statistically significant at the 5% and 10% levels…

This form is, I would suggest, likely to be of great use to students of academic English, playing as it does a vital text-organising function which would be difficult to manage by other means. A strong indicator of this usefulness is its high frequency of occurrence in the corpus – on average, 250 appearances per million words. It is also, I suspect, likely to be neglected by many EAP courses. It seems likely that one reason that researchers have not been interested in grammatical collocations is that such pairs lack the striking salience of collocations like significant difference or control group. However, I would argue that this lack of salience makes it all the more important that researchers bring such items to teachers’ and learners’ attention, since they are otherwise likely to be passed over unnoticed. 

Related to the prevalence of grammatical items on our collocation listing is the fact that many do not overlap with ‘academic vocabulary’ as it has been traditionally defined. Of the 1,000 collocations on the key collocations list, only 425 include an item from the AWL. I would argue that this lack of overlap indicates a shortcoming of traditional approaches to identifying academic vocabulary, rather than a weakness of the present list. The majority of the 509 individual words on the key collocations list which are not in Coxhead’s list appear to have been excluded from the latter because they or one of their inflectionally or derivationally-related forms are found in West’s General Service List (such items are excluded from the AWL on the grounds that students of EAP are likely already to have mastered these items). At least 456 forms (90%) appear to have been excluded for this reason. Examples include:

address (found in the collocation address-issue)
control (found in the collocation control-group)
means (found the in collocation by-means)

Such items highlight a serious disadvantage of Coxhead’s strategy of eliminating from her word list any items which are related to words found on the GSL. While intermediate learners coming to EAP for the first time are likely to have met some form of the word families to which these items belong, usages such as those seen here are, I would suggest, likely not to be known. These examples are not untypical of items which appear in the current listing but are not on the AWL, and I would argue that they probably require specific pedagogical attention. Indeed, the fact that the words are superficially familiar to learners may make them all the more problematic, since learners may not even notice when they have not understood them properly. The strategy of eliminating all high frequency words from academic word lists therefore seems a somewhat suspect one: many items which are excluded by this strategy may be of considerable importance for learners of EAP. 

I have noted that an important issue not adequately addressed by previous research is the degree to which supposedly generic academic collocations are indeed shared across disciplines. In the present paper, steps were taken to ensure that the collocations identified were common across a principled range of different subject areas. However, though all collocations on our lists meet certain minimal frequency requirements in all subject areas, it is not yet clear whether the lists will be equally useful across all disciplines. To evaluate this, the summed total frequencies of all 1,000 collocations on our listing were calculated for each subject group, and the results normalised to mean frequencies per million words. The results of this analysis are shown in table 2. 

Table 2 about here

The most striking point to note from these data concerns the figures for the arts and humanities group. While all of the other subject groupings fall within a relatively narrow band of around 30-35,000 occurrences per million words, for disciplines in the arts and humanities, the rate is far lower, at 17,677 occurrences per million. This suggests that the ‘academic’ collocations identified in section 2.2 will be of far less use to students in these disciplines than to students in other areas.

We have already seen (section 2.1) that the key single-word vocabulary of arts and humanities subjects is rather different from that seen in the rest of academia. The present results underline this finding. Together, these data suggest that the vocabulary needs of students in these areas should be treated separately from those other of EAP learners. This would both enable more relevant listings to be created for arts and humanities students and allow us to include in our inventory of generic academic vocabulary many items which are currently excluded because they are not common in arts and humanities writing, in spite of their high frequencies in all other areas.

4. Conclusions
This paper has argued that existing pedagogical listings of academic collocations are insufficient because they fail to include positionally-variable items and because they fail to demonstrate their value to students from across the range of academic disciplines. It has attempted to take some steps towards a more adequate listing by exploring the extent to which there is a shared vocabulary of positionally-variable two-words collocations across academic disciplines. We have seen that such a shared vocabulary can be identified. However, we have also seen that a number of caveats need to be made about the list. First, it is composed largely of ‘grammatical’ collocations. While this may be a disappointment to some, I have argued that grammatical collocations are legitimate learning targets, and so that the prominence of such items should not put teachers off using an academic collocation list. Second, the collocation list does not overlap strongly with Coxhead’s AWL. Again, this may disappoint some readers. However, I have claimed that this lack of overlap indicates not  a problem with the current listing, but rather an important methodological flaw in the design of the AWL, of which teachers ought to be aware (regardless of their opinion of the present collocation list). Thirdly, academic collocations are far less important for students in the arts and humanities than they are for students in other academic areas. I have suggested that future research should therefore treat the needs of these students separately. Unless such a separation is observed, there is a danger that vocabulary lists will not meet anyone’s needs as well as they should.

Finally, two limitations of the present research need to be noted. First, it has restricted itself to two-word collocations. I have noted that collocational patterns can be found beyond the two word level. A prominent example in academic writing would be the variable phrase shown in figure 2:
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The identification of such patterns remains methodologically problematic, though programs such as Concgram (Cheng et al., 2006) seem to offer an interesting way forward here. It should be borne in mind, however, that as collocations become longer their frequency will in general decrease, and their range of applications is likely to narrow (that is, they become more situationally-specific). The existence of a useful cross-disciplinary set of two-word items is therefore a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for the existence of a similarly useful cross-disciplinary set of longer collocations. Future research will need to address the issue of how far we can lengthen collocations while retaining cross-disciplinary usefulness. 

Second, this analysis has looked only at the forms, and not at the functions, of collocations. While disciplines outside of the arts and humanities appear to share many collocations, therefore, it is not obvious that they all use them in the same way. Future research will also need to address this issue. Analysis of the use of collocations would need to be undertaken manually, and so may prove a prohibitively labour-intensive task. However, it is worth noting that as collocations become longer, their potential for ambiguity also decreases. That is, whereas a one, or two-word items may be polysemous and so used differently in different areas, longer items (e.g. there were not statistically significant differences between) will be increasingly less polysemous. As we come to deal with larger collocations, therefore, the need for manual semantic analysis is likely to decrease. 
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^1	  Bilkent University, Graduate School of Education, 06800 Bilkent, Ankara, Turkey; email: durrant.phil@gmail.com
^2	  Note that frequencies given in the appendix are the total frequencies of both left- and right-hand occurrences of the collocations.
^3	  This usage differs slightly from that of Benson et al (1997, p. xv), who use the term ‘grammatical collocation’ to indicate the collocation of a noun, adjective, or verb with a preposition or grammatical structure. By including reference to grammatical structures, Benson et al’s definition includes verb patterns such as verbs allowing dative movement transformation (e.g., he sent her a book), and verbs followed by an infinitive without to (e.g., we must work). My focus on co-occurring words does not allow such items to be included.  Benson et al’s term ‘lexical collocation’ (1997, p. xxx), on the other hand, does seem to correspond to my use.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